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Gender inequality refers to different analysis or perceptions of individuals based on their 

gender. It arises from differences in socially complete gender roles. Gender systems are 

generally angled and hierarchical; gender binary systems may reflect the inequalities that 

apparent in abundant ambit of circadian life. Gender inequality stems from distinctions, 

whether empirically ashore or socially constructed. Shashi Despande’s A Matter of Time 

revolves about four women Manorama, Kalyani, Sumi and Aru who are victims of animosity 

adapted by patriarchal society where the measure of woman’s successful her married life, 

without which her all other accomplishments are considered worthless warm association 

area the admeasurement of woman’s acknowledged her affiliated life, after which her all 

added accomplishments are advised worthless. The accomplished atypical portrays the silent, 

absorption women, black yet accomplished adhering to tradition, admitting alive in the 

present. Admitting men do not play an active role they are the basis could cause of a lot of 

the adversity of women. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A Matter of Time resists patriarchy through accession of the three changeable characters in 

adverse circumstances. Sumi and her three daughter’s acknowledgment to the place endemic 

by her mother Kalyani afterwards she was bare by her husband Gopal. Sumi accepts Gopal’s 

accommodation calmly not because she lacks the adventure sameness to adverse him but 

because she knows the uselessness of complaint She says, "I just want to get on with my 

life... let him go, Aru, just let him go"(61). This is not an acceptable for her but the feel of 

Aru’s body, firm and unyielding, tells Sumi that Aru will not let go. In the novel, Gopal says 

that Kierkegaard’s words are, It is the ability of what they had been that fabricated the 

ancestors privileged, it is the autograph down of it that accept them the alertness and set them 
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apart. “Life must be lived forwards, but it can only be understood backwards” (98). Shashi 

Deshpande’s novel bootless the alliance of Sumi and Gopal the centre of the novel adverse 

with added marriages: Kalyani and Shripati, Manorama and Vithalrao, Goda and 

Satyanarayan, Premi and Anil, Devaki and Vasudev Murthy, Ramesh and Chitra and as well 

Sudha and PK. This bond is an accessible acknowledgment abundantly to the double angle 

which she presents thus, exploring the simultaneity of the past and present, thematically and 

structurally. For her the narrator says that they don’t assume to apprehend that the absolute 

phenomenon is Kalyani herself, Kalyani who has survived intact, in animosity of what 

Shripati did to her, Kalyani who has survived Manorama’s countless act of cruelty. 

 

Gopal leaves his family in mid-current and his daughters are in their teens, academy and 

academy traveling girls; his wife is not an active and is not an economically able to 

accommodate the circadian requirements and needs of his daughters; his ancestors are 

economically complete but accept their own responsibilities. Exactly like his father-in-law he 

as well walks out of accepted apprenticed of duties and responsibilities as a macho affiliate of 

the family. In actuality while Shripati has some acumen for breaking ties with his wife, Gopal 

has no arresting and accurate acumen for abrogation his family. He is not able to explain to 

Kalyani, Ramesh, Premi or even his wife Sumi, the acumen that accountable him so abundant 

as to abstract himself from his own ancestors member. Gopal abridgement of cessation and 

active spirit is axiomatic if to Premi’s probing, Gopal replies, “I can give you many answers, 

but I’ve begun thinking that the plain truth is that I just got tired” (133).   

 

Here, afresh in case of Sumi and Gopal gender roles are overturned. Cultures apprehend men 

to be assertive, aggressive and competitive, to strive for actual success, and to account 

whatever is big, strong, and fast. It expects women to serve and affliction for the non-material 

superior of life, for accouchement and anticipation to be bashful and tender. But adverse to 

cultural beliefs, Gopal’s appearance emerges as ‘passive, brittle and docile,’ the ancestry 

usually accompanying with females. After break from Sumi he leads an activity of about 

passivity, regressing himself from the familial relations and attached to an individual 

allowance beside Shanker’s press. He is an actual accommodating as he never tries to 

advance his ascendancy while conversing with any of changeable characters and not even 

with his baby Aru. He as well rejects the actual apple for the abstract cravings. 

 

It is Sumi who displays attribute culturally affiliated with male, i.e. attributes of 

masculinity—intelligence and ambition. Sumi, the protagonist displays optimistic eyes of 

life. She handles the crises of her activity with indifference. She goes about her accepted plan 

as usual. She presents avant-garde bearing woman, acquainted and rational. Her accepting of 

Gopal’s accommodation and her abnegation to acknowledge to it shows not an acquiescent 

accepting of man’s supremacy but a contestation, an appraisal of tradition. Deshpande 

corroborates this point if in an interview she asserts, traditionally, acreage buying is 

accustomed to male associates of ancestors and it passes on from one macho beneficiary to 
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addition in the continued ancestor’s chain. Women are consistently admired beggared of 

acreage ownership. 

 

A Matter of Time is divided into three parts—The House, The Family, and The River. The 

novel starts and ends with a description of ‘The House’ which is called as “Vishvas”. Here, 

“Vishvas” does not angle for some credo rather for the name of antecedent of Kalyani’s 

ancestor Vithalrao. The columnist writes that the abode was, “built by a man not just for 

himself, but for his sons and his son’s sons” (3). There is an admiring for a son and attitude of 

transference of ancestors acreage alone to macho bearing and never to changeable 

descendants. This is the acumen why Manorama was not blessed with the bearing of Kalyani 

and in her accomplishment to accumulate the ancestors acreage aural ancestors she affected 

her brother – Shripati to ally her babe – Kalyani. But as if the ancestors is beneath some 

curse, Kalyani’s alone son was absent on BT station, and the ancestors is afresh larboard with 

changeable successors.  

 

Towards the end Shripati’s will, apropos to Kalyani as Vithalrao and Manorama’s baby and 

not as his wife, abet her with a faculty of empowerment. It is her identity, her individuality 

that she finds ultimately, with this abolishment of accepted transference of ancestors 

property. She does not feel the bite of accepting been beggared of her conjugal status. . “On 

the contrary, it is as if the words have given her something more than the house, restored 

something she had lost; they seem, in fact, to have strengthened her” (245).  

 

Aru added undermines the male/female binaries by and accepting the of the abode acquainted 

the paralytic action of Kalyani afterwards the afterlife of Sumi and Shripati in accident. 

Consoling her grandmother she says, “Amma, I’m here, I’m your daughter, Amma, I’m your 

son, I’m here with you, Amma, I’m here . . .” (233).And with her accommodation to break 

and abutment her grandmother, Aru accepted her grandmother’s beforehand assertion, 

“Daughters don’t belong. All three of you birds will fly away to your own nests” (198), 

wrong and validates her declaration, “I’m not going anywhere, Amma” (198). She 

demonstrates that ‘daughters as well belong’ and if bearing demands they can cut beyond the 

borders of their gender role. They are as well able of administration all array of plan done by 

man. They can reside on their own, after any advice or support from their menfolk. 

 

In this way in A Matter of Time, Shashi Deshpande foregrounds the abstraction of 

‘Ardhnarishver’—God is neither masculine nor feminine. Divine is bisected masculine and 

bisected feminine. Everyone is like that. There are genes of both father and mother within 

each one of us. Femininity is determined by dominant genes and not by biological sex. 

Sometimes affairs as well make backbreaking genes to appear into play and it is the case if 

changeable can as well display appearance commonly attributed to male and vice-versa, 

Similar is the case in A Matter of Time as in it Kalyani, Sumi, Aru extend their limits to 
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fields usually occupied and related to masculinity, whereas Shripati and Gopal exhibit 

feminine traits.  
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